The Ca.mping and Caravanning Club
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Subject:

VAT AND THE TOUR OPERATORS MARGING SCHEME (TOMS)

To:

All Secretaries and Treasurers and Those Listed Below

From:

Club Treasurer, G Steel

Direct Line No.:

02476 76856703

Requests have been received from several DAs and Sections to investigate the use of
TOMS for VAT calculations. The requests are based on the understanding that VAT
only has to be paid on the surplus that is made on an event, assuming that if no surplus
is made then no VAT is payable.
The Tour Operators Margin Scheme was researched when the Club had to introduce
VAT and was found to be too complicated to operate in any satisfactory way.
TOMS is designed to provide uniformity of VAT across the EC for holiday and other
companies providing cross border services. While it is correct that VAT is only
chargeable on the profit or surplus on a service, at the time of sale and on a service that
is not materially altered, this is only part of the story. VAT is not avoided.
VAT is still payable on other services, such as the sale of regalia, under normal VAT
rules and each Treasurer would have to run two separate VAT calculations.
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Any organisation operating TOMS has to estimate, in advance, the VAT due for the year
and make quarterly payments based on the estimate. At the end of the year it is
necessary to add up the VAT inclusive price of sales ie camping fees, and the VAT
inclusive price of purchases ie site fees paid to site owners.
Complex calculations are then required to work out the input tax and output tax in
association with any other services offered such as regalia sales and dinner dances.
A copy of the TOMS requirements from Deloitte & Touche our auditors and tax advisers
is attached.
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Unfortunately, there is no such thing as VAT free camping whether TOMS or normal
VAT accounting is applied. Some smaller organisations may have made arrangements
of convenience with their local VAT office where the overall turnover is not significant.
The Camping and Caravanning Club has a turnover of £20 million per year with DAs
and Sections accounting for a further £2 million. This is not a sum that the VAT
inspectorate can ignore. The Club, as a whole, has only one VAT registration and
everyone throughout the Club has to work to the same VAT rules.
In view of this, the National Council have decided that TOMS is not applicable to DA
activities. DAs and Sections must continue to follow current VAT guidelines.
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BRIEFING PAPER
TOUR OPERATORS MARGIN SCHEME ("TOMS")

SECTION 1 - THE BASICS OF TOlVIS

TOMS forms part of the European Community (EC) .VAT system designed to provide
uniformity of tax treatment in and between the Member States of the EC. Most businesses that
buy in and resell travel, hotel, holiday and certain other services to travellers in their own.
name must use this special scheme to account for VAT on these supplies.
TOlVIS applies only to:

.
.

margin scheme supplies (a "designated travel service", supply of goods or services
which is - bought in from another person and re-supplied without material alteration or
further processing; and supplied by a tour operator from an establishment in the UK for
the direct benefit of a traveller); and
packages (single transaction which include one or more margin scheme supplies)
which include other types of supply (such as an in-house supply) with margin scheme
supplies

Applying the scheme

.
.
.
.
.
.

VAT cannot be reclaimed on margin scheme supplies bought in for resale;
VAT does not have to be accounted for on the full selling price of the margin scheme
supplies, only on the difference between the VAT -inclusive purchase price and the
selling price (the 'margin');
there are special rules for determining the place, liability and time of margin scheme
supplies;
VAT invoices cannot be issued for margin scheme supplies;
there are special rules for calculating the VAT due on the margin; and
the value of turnover for VAT registration purposes is the margin.

Keeping records

.
.

- General provisions

- To do the calculation

it is necessary to keep:

a record of the total selling price of the margin scheme packages; and
separate records of the costs of each of the different types of supplies which are made
within the margin scheme packages, such as:
- standard-rated and zero-rated margin scheme supplies;
-

standard-rated,zero-rated, exempt and outside the scope in-house supplies; and
standard-rated and other agency supplies for which your commission is not
readily identifiable.
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Calculating the margin & the VAT due
The purpose of the calculation is to:
. work out the total margin achieved;
. apportion the total margin between different types of supplies (for example, margm
scheme and in-house);
. apportion the total margin between supplies which may have different VAT liabilities
(for example, standard-#rated and zero-rated);
. work out the value of in-house supplies; and
. work out the output tax on the margin scheme packages.
Precise figures are not usually known at the time the VAT returns are due (for example,
because discounts given/received, refunds due to customers are not know, how many places
will be filled, etc.). The TOMS therefore requires calculating provisional figures for VAT
returns with an annual calculation and adjustment at the end of the financial year. The final
calculation will:

.

.

determine the correct amount of output tax due for the financial year just ended; and
provide the percentage to use to calculate provisional output VAT during the
forthcoming year.

By way of illustration of the complexities of the TOMS calculations and the level of analysis
required to comply with Customs requirements, please see the Notes on example year-end
calculations annexed herewith.

SECTION 2 - L"IPACf ON CAl\'IPING AND CARA VANNING CLUB ACCOUNTING

TOlVIS & The Sections of the Camping & Caravanning

Club

Since the supplies of the sections of the Camping & Caravanning Club ("the Club") consist of
various elements, i.e. in-house supplies of food & prepared barbecue or temporary holiday
sites and margin supplies of bought-in site rental, the direct costs of the in-house supplies as
well as the VAT -inclusive purchase prices of the margin supplies have to be recorded by the
Unit Treasurers.
The figures would have to be consolidated at Club level in order to calculate the provisional
percentage for the forthcoming year and the annual adjustment. An example of the type of
information required to complete these calculations is annexed to this note. The records have
to be kept and the calculations performed, even if supplies are sold on without a profit margin.
The financial impact on the members should be the same (Assuming VAT registered site
operators) whether VAT is accounted for under TOMS with no margin or under normal VAT
rules.
By way of illustration of the likely impact for local treasurers, please see the number of
categories to be applied to typical income and expenditure analysis in the attached Annex.
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Where in-house supplies are sold without margin scheme supplies (for example, sales of Club
regalia), VAT must be accounted for outside TOMS in the normal way.
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ANNEX - Notes on Example Year End Calculation

End of year calculation (annual adjustment)
Note. The provisions of this paragraph have the force oflaw.
The steps listed below are those needed to make the final calculations based on the actual
figures for the financial year (i.e. the period for which accounts are prepared), except that

.

if all supplies are liable to VAT at the same rate, a simplified calculation must be used;

and

.

it is possible, with permission, to do a separate annual calculation for supplies enjoyed
..

wholly outside the EC.
Any adjustment must be made on the first VAT return for a VAT period ending after the end
of the financial year. For example, if the financial year ends on 31 March, any adjustment
must be made, as the case may be, on the return to 30 April, 31 Mayor 30 June. It may
therefore be useful to bring V AT periods in line with the financial year for accounts purposes
in order to give the maximum time to calculate any adjustment. It is not necessary to wait for
the production of full audited accounts before making the calculation. If the audit subsequently
identifies errors or adjustments, the annual calculation should be reworked and the normal
procedure for correction of errors followed.
The steps cover many combinations of supplies which means that, if not all of these different
types of supplies are made, some steps can be omitted from the calculation.
The value of supplies and output tax are calculated by working out the total margin and then
apportioning it between the different types and liabilities of supplies made. It is not necessary
to work out a separate margin for each sale. Apportionment is based on the costs of supplies
(but not indirect costs) and works on the principle that the same percentage margin is achieved
on all elements of the package. For this reason, it is helpful if direct costs are recorded
according to type and liability.

Total sales of margin scheme packages

A

Add up the VAT -inclusive selling prices of margin scheme supplies and margin scheme
packages supplied during the financial year

Purchase prices of margin scheme supplies

B

Add up the VAT-inclusive purchase prices of standard-rated margin scheme supplies
included in A above
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C

Add up the VAT-inclusive purchase prices of zero-rated margin scheme supplies
included in A above.(The only margin scheme supplies which may be treated as zerorated are those enjoyed outside the EC)

Direct costs of in-house supplies
D

Add up the VAT -exclusive direct costs of standard-rated in-house supplies included in
A above. Add a percentage of that amount equivalent to the standard rate of VAT

E

Add up the VAT -exclusive direct costs of zero-rated in-house supplies included in A
above

F

Add up the VAT-inclusive direct costs of exempt in-house supplies included in A
above. Deduct any input tax recoverable on these costs

G

Add up the direct costs of in-house supplies included in A above that are supplied
outside the UK, exclusive of any VAT incurred on these costs that you are entitled to
recover. Add to the total an uplift equivalent to the percentage VAT rate applicable to
such supplies if VAT has been paid on these supplies to the VAT authorities in another
EC country

'Costs' of agency supplies
H

Add up the VAT -inclusive amounts paid by the business to principals in respect of the
agency supplies included in A above for which the consideration
received is standard.
r~ed

I

Add up the VAT -inclusive amounts paid by the business to principals in respect of the
agency supplies included in A above for which the consideration received is not
standard-rated

Calculation of total margin

J

Add the total of costs at B to I above inclusive.
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K

Calculate the total margin for all the supplies included in A by deducting the total at J
from the total at A

Apportioning

the margin

Calculate the proportion of the total margin (K) relating to each type of suppl y

L

Standard-rated margin scheme supplies

~xK
J

M

Zero-rated margin scheme supplies

£xK
J

N

Standard-rated in-house supplies

~xK
J

o

Zero-rated

~xK
J

p

Exempt in-house supplies

~xK
J

Q

In-house supplies made outside the UK

GxK
J

R

Standard-rated agency supplies

~xK
J

S

Non-standard-rated agency supplies

I
-xK
J

in-house supplies
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Calculation of output tax

On standard-rated margin scheme supplies

Lx

On standard-rated in-house supplies

(D + N)x 7/47

On standard-rated agency supplies

R x 7/47

7/47

Calculation of sales value

Standard-rated margin scheme supplies

L x 40/47

Standard-rated in-house supplies

(D + N)x 40/47

Zero-rated in-house supplies

E+O

Exempt in-house supplies

In-house supplies supplied outside the UK

F+P

G+Q

Annual adjustment. The difference between the provisional output tax which has been
accounted for during the financial year on supplies included in A above and the total output
tax due as calculated above is payable or deductible on the first VAT return for a VAT period
ending after the end of the financial year.
(VAT Notice 709/5/98, paras 5.3, 5.5, 5.6, Appendix A, Appendix E, TL5).
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